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                                             CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter present conclusion and suggestion concerning 

with the results of the study. Based on the findings and discussion 

as present in the prevoius chapter the researcher gets conclusion 

as follow. 

 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the result of the study and discussion in the 

previous chapter, the reseacher would like to state some 

conclusion as follow: 

First, according to the result of observation and interview, 

the student are very interested and willing to joined English study 

club, All most of the student are intend to improve speaking skill 

in English Study Club. Through the activity such as discussion, 

games, and master of ceremony speech all this program of English 

study can make student funny and happy in practicing English 

speaking without nevourse.  

Second, in practice English Speaking skill English study 

club have a good implimented the program for improving 

speaking skill. in each meeting they have interesting program and 

they will swiching the program in each meeting held. English 
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Study Club have a rules while joinng English Study Club that can 

make student in dicipline for learning speaking. All of students 

being participents and satisfieying to learning and improves their 

speaking skill. 

Third, The activity of English study club is effective 

actively speaking skill, it help student in improving speaking skill. 

All most of the subject responses toward English study club this 

program can make them more self-comfidence speaking without 

afraid mistake, student get new vocabulary, knowlegde, 

information and others, student have motivate to improving 

speaking skill, this English study club program refer to the 

emotional, attitude, motivation sand values of the learners when 

they learn new language, it’s enable learner to control their 

emotional when learning language. 

The conclusion, related to be better and improve English 

speaking, Thai student used English study club for improving 

their speaking skill. English study club it help their skill and 

effectively actively in English speaking skill, All of these Activity 

Thai students practiced through discussion, games, and speech of 

English study Club. 
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B. Suggestion 

Based on the result of the resaech finding the resaecher 

would likr to give some suggestion for following people: 

1. English student 

For the student they need to be more exploring their ability in 

learning speaking and the students get better studying supported 

by learning speaking skill in English study club. 

2. Another reseacher 

The reseacher who want to conducted similar reseach about the 

learning  speaking skill through English Study Club. The new 

researchers need to see how the topic suggestioned from students’ 

point of view since this research has been studied from the tutor’s 

point of view. Student’s weakness speaking skill and get less 

attention in the study conducted by the reseacher, in addition, the 

future reseacher may try to find out what is weakness their 

speaking. .


